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Abstract

This paper proposes two security models in identity-
based authenticated key exchange (IBAKE): the id-
neCK security model captures a malicious act where
an adversary can obtain the random string to generate
a pair of master public and secret keys, and the id-
reCK one does an act where an adversary can replace
the master public key generated by the honest private
key generator.
Then, we prove that both security notions are stronger

than or equal to the id-eCK security [1] one, and that
the id-reCK security notion is strictly stronger than
the id-neCK security one. The latter means that the
id-reCK security notion is the strictly strongest among
three.
In addition, we prove that there exists an id-reCK

secure IBAKE protocol under the asymmetric gap Bi-
linear Diffie–Hellman (BDH) assumption in the random
oracle model (ROM). Also, we show that there exists
an id-eCK secure IBAKE protocol under the asymmet-
ric gap BDH assumption in the ROM, and that it is not
id-neCK secure. These support that the id-neCK secu-
rity notion is strictly stronger than the id-eCK security
one under the mathematical assumption.
That is, we have the followings:

Theorem 1. When a protocol is id-neCK secure, it is
id-eCK secure, also.

Theorem 2. When a protocol is id-reCK secure, it is
id-neCK secure, also.
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Theorem 3. There exists a protocol which is id-neCK
secure but not id-reCK secure.

Theorem 4. There exists a protocol which is id-eCK
secure (in the random oracle model under the assump-
tion) but not id-neCK secure.

To prove this, we use a protocol, modifiedFSU, shown
in [2] as a witness.

Theorem 5. There exists a protocol which is id-reCK
secure (in the random oracle model under the assump-
tion).

To prove this, we use a protocol, FSU, shown in [3]
as a witness.

The above thorems imply that the proposed security
notions are stronger than or equal to the id-eCK secu-
rity one, and that the id-reCK security notion is strictly
stronger than the id-neCK security one. In addition,
there exists a protocol which satisfies the strongest se-
curity notion.
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